
THE ULTIMATE DESCALER

Electric Kettle/Jug Cleaning:1. Ensure any obvious, significant scale is first removed with a damp cloth, then fill your electric kettle/jug with water.2. Leaving the lid open, add two heaped teaspoons of Da Bomb.3. Bring to boil (repeat if necessary) then  leave to cool for 15-20 mins, then discard  solution and thoroughly rinse. Repeat steps  if required.
4. Fill with fresh water and bring to boil once  more, empty kettle and rinse - Then  you are good to go for regular use!Extreme buildup may require a secondary treatment. Can be used on both metal and plastic jugs. We recommend using every 6 months in areas with hardwater to keep the electric jug looking like new.

Da Bomb keeps hard water limescale in auto dishwashers under control. Use 
monthly as part of your machine manufacturer’s maintenance cleaning program to 
keep scale at bay! Can also be used for the removal and build-up of calcium, rust 

and lime and as a cleaner for electric jugs.

Features & Benefits
Ready-to-use: Simple, easy application Notice the difference after one treatment! 

Controls dishwasher and kettle scaling Powerful: Less maintenance means more economy

DIRECTIONS Read all instructions carefully when using this product for the first time.

Product Code 
500 Grams: FK-DAB500
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THE ONCE-A-MONTH SERVICE BOMB!

Auto Dishwasher Descaling:

Chemical dosing must be temporarily disabled before use.

This can be achieved by either:

1. Carefully removing the chemical dosing uptake tubes from containers, (Always 

wear gloves and safety glasses) and running the machine for 5 cycles to allow 

the majority of product to be dosed from lines to machine, then leave lines out of 

product throughout the procedure. OR 2. Turning the machine detergent and 

rinse pump (if filtered) off. OR 3. Temporarily taking the squeeze tubes from 

the roller mechanism in the pumps. To use: Dissolve the entire 500gm 

pack of Da Bomb powder contents in the main wash tank with fresh cycle 

water, and allow the diluted solution to be heated as for a normal cleaning cycle. 

Run machine for 7-8 cycles (preferably on the longest cycle). Scale will soften 

with each successive cycle and can be loosened with a stiff brush to further 

assist scale removal speed. More cycles or a repeat application may be required 

for heavy scale buildup. Recommended as a monthly maintenance 

treatment to control machine scaling.


